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Judge seeks closure to Section 16 case
‘Did your client go back and do what the plaintiff asked for in
the
first place?’

By Linda Bentley
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Assessment,” which was the basis of Martone’s injunction.
Bolton looked at Patrick and asked, “Did your client go back and do what the plaintiff asked for in the
first place?” Patrick responded, “Actually, my client is doing what Judge Martone recommended.”
Martone’s recommendation, however, was made in June 2002, over three years ago.
According to Patrick, the Corps received approximately 100 responses to the Public Notice and
expected to complete the new EA by mid to late September, although Patrick said he was waiting for a
return call from Ron Fowler at the Corps for an update.
“I’m glad to see your client has decided to do what Judge Martone asked,” said Bolton.
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Patrick said the developer suggested some changes to the plan.
Based on the final ruling from the Ninth Circuit, the Corps was completing a new EA. SOS had
basically won, which was why Shanker thought it was appropriate to file a motion for summary
judgment, citing, “The target of the litigation has changed.
“We’d like to exonerate the bond, or at least replace it with a surety bond,” said Shanker, “And, since
my client is a 501(c) (3) nonprofit corporation, they are also entitled to attorney’s fees.” Bolton
questioned whether the new EA would be the focus of litigation and said, “I’m not going to allow
summary judgment on a superseded report,” stating there was a possibility all parties involved would like
the new EA.
“There are several things we need to do,” said Bolton.
“The first is to see a copy of the new assessment.” James said, “If the new EA were to come out within
the next couple of weeks, what we anticipate doing is file a motion to eliminate the injunction.” Bolton
commented, “The current complaint may not address the new assessment,” adding, “Let’s wait until the
Environmental Assessment comes out,” after which she said the parties could deal with the bond, fees and
the injunction.
Bolton ordered the parties to file a status report and a proposed schedule of events that would need to
take place in order to conclude the case no later than Oct. 30, 2005.
James stated, “The only caveat is getting the injunction lifted.” “My order does not suggest you not file
any motions,” Bolton responded, “You’ll just have to proceed how you think best.” Patrick said he
expected to hear from Fowler the next day and would inform the other two attorneys of the updated status
on the EA as soon as he heard from him.
After leaving the courtroom, James asked Shanker if SOS might want to stipulate to lifting the
injunction and having the bond exonerated.
Shanker didn’t understand why James was asking to have the injunction lifted since Lone Mountain
can’t proceed without permits.
SOS board members who attended the hearing said maybe Lone Mountain knows more about the status
of the new EA than it’s letting on.
The following day Patrick told Shanker that Fowler still didn’t have an estimated completion date for
the EA, and was hoping to have it completed by the end of the month.
However, that was more than two weeks ago and the month is over.
SOS President Ferrell Anderson said, “No news is good news,” citing perhaps the changes suggested
by the developer did not adequately address the myriad issues raised, and maybe this time around the
Corps is analyzing the impacts as required, in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act.
SOS is seeking contributions to assist with legal fees, bond interest and operational costs. As an allvolunteer organization, SOS depends on its membership and the community for support.
Donations are 100 percent tax-deductible and should be sent to SOS, PO Box 4348, Cave Creek, AZ
85327.
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For more information, visit www.SaveOurSonoran.org.
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